We discuss the rise of modern physics in Spain during Francoism (1939Francoism ( -1975 within the context of culture, power, and the ongoing historical assessment of science during the dictatorship. Contrary to the idea that Francoist policy was indifferent if not hostile to modern science, and that ideology did not go deeper than the rhetorical surface, we discuss the ways in which the physical sciences took advantage of, and in turn were used by, the regime to promote international relations, further the autarkic economy, and ultimately generate power. In order to understand what physics meant within the National Catholic political order, we contrast the situation in the post-Civil War decades with the situation before the war. First we discuss how the war transformed the physicists' community, molding it around certain key fields. We then turn to the work of right-wing ideologues and conservative scientists and philosophers, who stressed the spiritual dimension of the discipline and argued for the integration of science into the Christian scheme of the world. The cultural realignment of the discipline coincided with the institutional changes that harnessed physics to the military and economic needs of the autarkic state, which we discuss in the final section. To conclude, we reflect upon the demise of autarkic physics in the late 1960s and the overall implications of our argument with regard to the development of physics in Spain.
In 2002, the journal Physics Today was witness to a pointed exchange over science and power during General Francisco Franco's regime . In response to a feature article on the vigorous development of Spanish physics after the dictatorship had ended, a physicist at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid protested that ''the initial impetus was already quite visible in 1976,'' and that it was thus ''a little unfair [to suggest] that Franco's government was doing nothing to promote physics in Spain.'' He also claimed that ''Franco's image in his final years was more one of a benign elder statesman than a fascist dictator. Perhaps Franco's unforgivable sin was that he won a decisive victory over communism.'' Outraged physicists in Spain and elsewhere countered that science in Spain had ''really progressed only after the establishment of a democratic regime,'' that in the aftermath of the Civil War (1936-1939) many scientists had suffered repression and exile and been ''replaced by incompetent ones whose only scientific value was to be Franco's henchmen,'' and that ''political pressure and an atmosphere hostile to science'' had forced others to leave the country even into the late 1960s and early 1970s.
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The exchange was extraordinary because it brought before an international audience issues that had lain dormant since Franco's death, when physicists joined in a broad political consensus not to settle accounts with the dictatorship. A comprehensive official report on the discipline, gathering data from the late 1970s and published in 1982, provides a clear instance. A preliminary account, by prominent condensed matter physicist Federico García Moliner, granted that the creation of the National Research Council (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, CSIC) immediately after the Civil War had been ''a much debated question,'' hastily adding that he wished to make it ''absolutely clear that there is no attempt whatsoever to make a judgment on this issue here.'' The full report, by six leading physicists, did not once mention Francoism and exile, referring instead ''to the new stage that opened up after scientific and technological policies of the Francoist regime and its key scientific institutions, including the CSIC, the National Institute of Aeronautical Technology (Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeronáutica [INTA] , established in 1942), and the Nuclear Energy Board (Junta de Energía Nuclear [JEN] , established in 1951).
6 However, these works have struck an uneasy balance between praising the purported modernity of these institutions and dismissing the reactionary regime that promoted them. Indeed, the ideological meaning of the physical sciences has been shrugged off by opposing viewpoints. Noted physicists retrospectively claimed that the ideology made little difference. To Carlos Sánchez del Río (b. 1924), pioneer nuclear physicist in the 1950s and president of the CSIC in the late 1970s, this organization effectively promoted research after the war in keeping with prewar practices, even if ''it expressed its aims in the imperial phraseology common at the time. '' 7 Historians, on the other hand, have emphasized the antagonism between modern science and National Catholicism and have rhetorically asked whether science was at all possible in ruined post-Civil War Spain: ''Vain talk, pure retrograde ideology . . . '' In this paper we propose an interpretation of the rise of physics in Francoist Spain that brings together the historiography of totalitarian science and that of science during Francoism. 9 Increasingly, research on science in the dictatorship is moving away from the presumed dichotomy between modern science and totalitarian power. 10 Historians have recently explored the coproduction of science and the state of fields such as engineering, geophysics, mathematics, molecular biology, and agriculture, and have critically revised the scientific culture of early Francoism.
11 They have also advanced nuanced views on the survival of Republican research traditions and practices in Francoist labs, and have addressed issues of continuity and genealogy. 12 9. Historians have long debated the nature and character of the Francoist dictatorship. The problem is compounded by the duration of the regime, which allowed for many changes and adaptations. The regime asserted its fascist character until 1945 even though, unlike contemporary fascist regimes, it was born out of a civil war. The power of the single Party (Falange Española) was seriously challenged by the military and the Catholic church, and the regime adopted National Catholicism, which posed the Catholic essence of the Spanish nation, as its official ideology. Here we focus on the physicists who, after the war, ''came to stand for science's connection to politics via the instrumentality of technical power.'' 13 We discuss the ways in which they found accommodation in the regime-both taking advantage of it and being used by it-to further industry, legitimate international relations, and ultimately generate power.
14 The argument is in three parts. First, we discuss how the regime's science policy makers used war, exile, and purging to mold the physicists' community around military-related and applied fields such as optics and the material and nuclear sciences-changes to which physicists actively contributed. 15 We then turn to obscure yet significant work by ideologues on the extreme right and noted conservative physicists and philosophers, who sought to replace the progressive modernist reading of physics that had prevailed in the country before the war with a reactionary modernist reading that stressed the spiritual rather than the material dimensions of the discipline, and argued for its integration into the Christian scheme of the world. Both the cultural realignment of the discipline and the adaptation of physicists to a not-sohostile intellectual environment were of a piece with the institutional changes that harnessed physics to the military and economic needs of the autarkic state, as we argue in the final section. This process resulted in a form of physics that was most obviously autarkic in its relation to the economy and power, but also autarkic because national norms of excellence and cultures of research prevailed over international ones. In the conclusion we reflect on the demise of autarkic physics in the late 1960s, and the implications of our argument with regard to an understanding of the development of physics in Spain. 14. Cf. Camprubí, ''One Grain, One Nation'' (ref. 11), 501: ''I'm interested in how agricultural scientists participated in the regime rather than in how they came to work 'under' it or 'despite' its official policies and rhetoric . . . 
MOLDING THE COMMUNITY
In the first months of 1939, as Barcelona and then Madrid were seized by the rebel army that had risen against the elected Republican government in July 1936, Blas Cabrera (1878-1945) thought that the Civil War and his exile in Paris were coming to an end. Being the leading Spanish physicist of his generation, and an experimental researcher of international reputation in the field of magnetism, he looked forward to returning to his research institute and university chair in Madrid. 16 Since the turn of the century there had been several attempts in Spain, public and private, in the capital and the industrialized peripheries of the country, to create a supportive environment for science and technology. 17 The Board for the Promotion of Studies and Scientific Research (Junta para Ampliación de Estudios e Investigaciones Científicas, JAE), established in 1907, is the most significant and certainly the best documented of such initiatives. 18 Cabrera directed the JAE's Laboratory of Physical Research (Laboratorio de Investigaciones Físicas) from its creation in 1910, and led its transformation, two decades later, into a grand National Institute of Physics and Chemistry (Instituto Nacional de Física y Química, INFQ). 19 The laboratory drew on the JAE's fellowship program, which allowed twentyone Spanish physicists between 1910 and 1936 to train and do research abroad. 20 Recipients included Cabrera, Esteban Terradas (1883-1950), and Miguel A. Catalán (1894-1957), the core members of the first group of modern physicists in Spain. 21 The end of the Civil War in April 1939, however, brought anything but peace. It unleashed a fierce, long-lasting repression and prompted the exile or purging of staff at universities and public institutions. By 1940, nearly half of the 580 university professors active before the war had died, gone into exile, or been purged, a higher proportion than in Germany, Portugal, or Italy.
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Harassed by the victors, who deprived him of his chair in Madrid, Cabrera sailed to Mexico in 1941, and taught at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México until his death in 1945; half of the other physics professors at the University of Madrid (four of eight), most of them politically engaged, joined him in exile. Repression was harsh and often arbitrary: the flimsiest connection with Republican polity could mean punishment. But this practice was uneven and, together with the uncertainty of exile, it meant that purged scientists occasionally managed to return or remain in Spain, however damaged their careers.
The void left by those who suffered exile and purging has long been recognized. Not so the chances it provided: ''Every vacancy of a defeated created an opportunity for a victor.'' J. Claret's forensic study of the destruction of the university has led him to conclude that ''when we speak of the Francoist wasteland, we always have in mind all those lecturers lost to the country; but we forget that the true, lasting wasteland was created, above all, by those professors who remained in Spain and filled the vacant positions. '' 26 Indeed the number of professors soon reached pre-Civil War levels, and in the five years after the war, 155 new chairs were provided, most of them going to 29 Palacios, who was among the physicists at the University of Madrid who did not lose their chairs, was appointed vice rector of the university and vice president of the Instituto de España, an attempt to establish a politically autonomous national research council, with responsibilities over all research centers in the natural and physical sciences. 30 Yet he fell from grace because of his monarchism and lack of belligerence with regard to the legacy of the JAE, the bête noire of Francoist policy makers. The Instituto de España was promptly quashed by the promoters of the CSIC, and from 1947 Palacios took shelter in Lisbon, teaching at the university and directing the physics laboratory at the Lisbon Cancer Hospital. 31 Yet no career in the physical sciences provides a clearer instance of the links between political obedience, religious observance, and professional advancement in Franco's Spain than that of Navy engineer José María Otero Navascués . A former student of Palacios at the INFQ, Otero trained in optics in Germany in the early 1930s, at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, the Zeiss's works in Jena, and the Zeiss's military subsidiary, Nedinsco.
32 He was not breaking new ground, but rather benefitting from the network of personal and institutional relations that the Spanish and German military had built since the end of the Great War. 33 These involved the development and production of weaponry, including poison gas and explosives, and the construction of aircraft and vessels. In many instances, Otero's ties with German academics, engineers, and military men survived both the Civil War and World War II.
The Civil War cleared the way for Otero, a devout Catholic and loyal member of the rebel army. His foremost scientific contribution concerned an optical topic of direct autarkic (i.e., military and economic) relevance: nocturnal myopia. Together with A. Durán, Otero devised a method for quantifying the phenomenon sometimes mistaken in the literature for the discovery of nocturnal myopia itself. 34 He also published on optical instrumentation and the physiology of sight. Most importantly, he was able to deploy his institutional vision, playing a leading role in the configuration of but he can hardly be portrayed as a pioneer who had to make do without resources or social recognition. 37 Prominent among the Spanish physicists who came of age in the 1940s was Carlos Sánchez del Río y Sierra (b. 1924), who submitted a PhD in optics in
1948.
38 As Durán recalled, ''man proposes but God disposes'': The Spanish nuclear project had just secretly been launched, and Sánchez del Río was co-opted by Otero and his thesis advisor, Durán, to whom Otero had introduced Sánchez del Río as ''a clever relative of his.'' 39 As professor of atomic and nuclear physics at the University of Madrid from 1953 and member of the JEN board, Sánchez del Río played a key role in the rise of theoretical and nuclear physics in Spain. He also held various technical and political roles: president of the Spanish Royal Society of Physics and Chemistry (Real Sociedad Española de Física y Química, RSEFQ), president of the Nuclear Spanish Society (Sociedad Nuclear Españ ola), National Education Councilor (Consejero Nacional de Educación), and president of the CSIC.
The key physicists for the reconstruction of the discipline after the Civil War had close personal and professional relations, often verging on clientelism. 40 37. Calvo and Gómez-Reino, ''Armando Durán Miranda'' (ref. 34), 5: ''En la cátedra, Durán inicia una vida académica y profesional muy intensa. Algunos de los antiguos alumnos de D. Blas Cabrera son los que en esos momentos tienen la responsabilidad de sacar a la ciencia española de la situación tan precaria en la que se encontraba. Profesores e investigadores cuya actividad pionera, oscura, carente de recursos y sin reconocimiento social, hizo posible que más tarde se creara una base firme y sólida que permitió el crecimiento exponencial de la física y la química en España.'' Calvo and Gómez-Reino list Durán's papers and his administrative and political roles: he directed the CSIC institute Leonardo Torres Quevedo, was from the outset involved in the Spanish nuclear project, and became Director General of Technical Education at the Ministry of National Education. 
40.
A telling instance is Catalá to Otero, 20 Set 1945, quoted in Ceba, Navarro, and Velasco, ''Orígenes de la investigación experimental'' (ref. 36), 55: ''I beg you not to forget me in your projects! This monotonous life, which has nothing to do with science, makes me despair, and if I do not get some fresh air I am lost. You know that I am a wholehearted member of the optics section you have created, and that I should like to work on its behalf wherever I can'' (''Le ruego que no me olvide en sus proyectos . . . ! Estoy desesperado con esta monótona vida que nada tiene de científica y si no me aireo un poco me veo perdido! Ya sabe Vd. que estoy de corazón en esa sección de Ó ptica que Vd. ha creado y desearía trabajar, dónde sea, por ella'').
As we shall presently see, they also shared a pronounced outlook on the meaning and value of contemporary physics.
ALIGNING THE DISCIPLINE
Given the nature of Franco's regime, we may expect the pursuit of modern physics to have taken a political, ideological, and religious turn. Yet this posed a problem. For three decades before the onset of war, science had thrived in Spain under the auspices of the JAE, which had deployed it as a progressive, modernizing force. Throughout this period the physical sciences were featured in the press, in scientific lectures, and in books, popular journals and exhibitions. Disputes were often public. Radium, for instance, was dismissed by politically conservative scientists as ''a revolutionary metal . . . an anarchist that comes to disturb the established order and destroy . . . the laws of classical science'' and hailed by socialist popularizers as ''an inflexible fact that doesn't honor beliefs, traditions or theories.'' 41 Nonetheless, a broad consensus appears to have been reached about the value of science, as shown by the public reaction to Einstein's visit to Spain in February-March 1923, which led T. F. Glick to introduce the notion of ''civil discourse . . . scientists, and politicians were able to discuss relativity without compromising their various ideological positions. In the postwar polity, however, science was subservient to politics and religion. For physics to be of use, its links with the political culture that the war had set out to destroy needed to be severed, and not only its practitioners but the discipline itself had to be purged and realigned with the regime's views on the essence and future of Spain. How was this achieved?
When civil discourse began to deteriorate in the early 1930s, physics was not spared. In 1923, Einstein had been viewed as a German scientist by liberal and conservative newspapers alike. Ten years later, when he was granted an extraordinary chair at the University of Madrid, the press clashed over his Jewishness. 43 This change was related to the spread of anti-universalist, anti-rationalist world-historical visions, notably of course those of Oswald Spengler, whose Decline of the West was translated into Spanish in 1927, to be followed by Decisive Years in 1934. There were explicit links with physics. Spengler's editor, the philosopher, newspaper editor, and publisher José Ortega y Gasset, was best known as the author of The Revolt of the Masses (1930, translated into English in 1932) and a disenchanted manifesto of his own, El tema de nuestro tiempo (1923, translated as The Modern Theme, London, 1931); but he also kept a keen eye on physics, which he deemed ''the pinnacle'' of Western culture and to which he devoted a number of essays, on Galileo, relativity, and the meaning of contemporary physics for philosophy. Spengler's cultural pessimism also appealed to right-wing ideologues, who echoed it while replaying German debates on technology and culture. 46 This may be regarded as the intellectual counterpart to the personal relations discussed in the previous section, and the material connections to be discussed in the following section. The main venue for Spanish reactionary modernists was Acción Españ ola, a major, well-funded anti-Republican publication whose patrons and authors eventually joined the Francoist establishment. In 1932, the journal carried a remarkable series of articles on ''Physics and the Spirit'' by one such ideologue, José Pemartín (1888-1956), a Parisian-trained engineer and member of the wealthy wine-making gentry of Jerez. 47 Pemartín argued that in the last decades of the nineteenth century sensational inventions such as the electric light and the telephone, together with theories such as evolution, had created ''the superstition of Science.'' The anticlerical, bourgeois elites had knelt before science, the ''naturalistic idol.'' This had allowed them to enjoy the wealth acquired by ''exploiting the workers with industrial Taylorism and deceiving them with democratic liberalism.'' Pemartín shared in the German right's fascination with and horror of the United States and Russia. Technology was a fetish and a superstition too, if a lesser one, and he lectured at length on the error of reducing physics to technology, summoning mysticism to the rescue. Technology's fulfillment required ''a proper spiritual action, in which the spirit gets infinitely concentrated and compressed, sticking into its own substance the sharp needle that penetrates to the synthesis of pure Science, the unspeakable joy of Art, the pure love of Mysticism.'' Pemartín encompassed ''the Spanish present moment'' within three axes: Idealist-Catholic, Historical-Providentialist, and Realist-Scientific. 51 This was a clear instance of the metaphysics of science and power that the regime was set to implement, a reincarnation of the early modern trinity of higher knowledge: religion, politics, and science. 52 This cultural take on physics proved relevant after the Civil War, when Francoist policy makers sought to enlist physics in their totalitarian designs and physicists strove to adapt to the new order. According to its often-quoted foundational decree, the CSIC aimed at ''restoring the classical and Christian unity of the sciences, destroyed in the eighteenth century.'' To this end, the Spanish ''universal and Catholic tradition'' was to be combined with the demands of modernity. In an influential science policy manifesto, the all-powerful General Secretary of the CSIC, soil chemist and Opus Dei member José María Albareda (1902 Albareda ( -1966 , argued that science needed guidance, because scientists had disregarded their duties towards God and mankind, setting up an ''atheistic pseudo-science.'' 53 Albareda did not need to elaborate on this notion, because his readers were thoroughly familiar with it. This reactionary view of science built on previous attempts-dating back to the last decades of the nineteenth century and first deployed in relation to thermodynamics-to revive Thomist science. In 1877, professor of physics Bartolomé Feliú had already subscribed to a Thomistic science and warned against the rising social authority of natural science. His remarks fit into a broader attempt to neutralize the menace posed by a materialistic and atheistic science, as reflected upon in Pope Leon XIII's encyclical Aeterni Patris (1879) and discussed most recently for the Spanish case by Stefan Pohl. 54 Throughout the first decades of the twentieth century, and as a reaction against liberal and socialist discourses that associated religion with superstition and backwardness, conservative intellectuals urged like-minded individuals to ''respond to science with science.'' Catholicism had to be reconciled with science if it was to remain in step with the modern world. 55 Otero provides a prime example of the kind of paradoxes a Catholic physicist faced in Franco's Spain. According to his hagiographer, he was ''severely critical of the modern world that surrounded Franco's Catholic Spain [and] perfectly deciphered the origin of the 'mechanical age' and the 'apostate, paganized society' that surrounded and harassed it. ' itself, which had contributed to the mystification of materialism and mechanism, now provided a way out of these dilemmas. The demise of classical physics had made the scientist more humble:
Gone forever are the times when Science was drawn apart from Religion, an epoch that culminated at the turn of the century, when a Physics imbued with a mechanical philosophy believed that the discovery of natural laws made superfluous the existence of a Divine Being . . . . Today Science more than anything else brings us nearer to God. Thus, while in the last century the vanity of their discoveries led scientists to atheism, today, on the contrary, few among the leading figures of Universal Science are nonbelievers.
In revealing the limits of human understanding, quantum mechanics eased the integration of physics into the ''scheme of creation. '' 57 Spengler's translator exemplifies the ascendancy of these views immediately after the war. In 1940, García Morente was ordained and began preaching the essential compatibility between science and faith, portraying Saint Thomas as ''the most modern philosopher of our generation.'' Physical science, he argued, was not able to cope with spiritual and metaphysical beings, ''and when it has tried to administer them, as it has since the nineteenth century, it has reached monstrous conclusions.'' 58 According to a young physicist-philosopher, recent scientific progress showed ''the expiration of certain philosophies and the enormous explicative potential of scholastic philosophy, formerly despised in the name of science.'' It was ''the revenge of truth.'' 59 A rising geophysicist -origen de la 'era mecanicista' y la 'sociedad en buena part apóstata y paganizada' que les rodeaba y acosaba.'' 57. J. M. Otero, ''Universitarias católicas cultivadoras de las ciencias'' (1948), quoted in de Andrés, José María Otero (ref. 32), 22: ''Se han ido para siempre los tiempos en que se pretendía que la Ciencia se separara de la Religión,época que tenía suápice en el cambio de siglo, cuando la Física imbuida de una filosofía mecanicista, creía que con el descubrimiento de las leyes que rigen los fenómenos naturales era superfluo un Ser Divino que ordenase y hubiese fijado de antemano todas estas leyes que, en su armonía, no son sino el reflejo de la Sabiduría Divina . . . . Hoy, la Ciencia más que nada nos acerca a Dios y, así, ocurre que, mientras en el siglo pasado abundaban los científicos que la soberbia de sus descubrimientos les había llevado al ateísmo, hoy, por el contrario, son raras la figuras cumbres del la Ciencia Universal no creyentes.'' Age, and Years, the first publication of the CSIC's National Institute of Geophysics (Instituto Nacional de Geofísica) after the war. 60 And the philosopher Xavier Zubiri (1898-1983), who had met García Morente in Ortega's tertulias, published Nature, History, God in 1944, a collection of essays that included ''The Idea of Nature: The New Physics.'' In this paper Zubiri reflected on ''the fundamental problem'' of contemporary physical science, uncertainty or indetermination, and reveled in the constraints it set upon science's claims to truth:
The fact that this physics is provisional is not a reproach, but a eulogy. A science which finds itself in the situation of being unable to advance without going back and revamping its principles, is a science which lives from them at every moment. It is a science that is alive, and not simply an occupation. That is, it is science with spirit. And when a science lives, i.e. it has spirit, the scientist and the philosopher meet in it, as we have seen, because philosophy is nothing but intellectual life and spirit. 61. X. Zubiri, Naturaleza, Historia, Dios, 6th ed. (Madrid: Editora Nacional, 1974), 303: ''El que esta física sea provisional no es un reproche, sino un elogio. Una ciencia que se halla en la situación de no poder avanzar, sin tener que retrotraerse a sus principios, es una ciencia que vive en todo instante de ellos. Es ciencia viva, y no simplemente oficio. Esto es, es ciencia con espíritu. Y cuando una ciencia vive, es decir, tiene espíritu, se encuentran en ella, ya lo hemos visto, el científico y el filósofo. Como que filosofía no es sino espíritu, vida intelectual''; translated by Thomas B. Fowler, Jr., as Nature, History, God (Washington, DC: University Press of America, Spanish by Ramón Ortiz Fornaguera, a disciple of Terradas. 62 In 1956, a plenary speaker at the National Ignatian Conference denounced the obfuscation of modern technology and the blind faith in scientific progress. He rejected dialectic materialism and the mechanical view of the universe, for they had dissolved ethical questions on the relation between men and society into a ''social mysticism.'' The solution to these maladies lay in scientific humanism:
There is, fortunately, a third point of view, that represented by the perennial healthy philosophy, and one even more broad and sure, that represented by the Christian conception of the world . . . . The creation of a true scientific humanism will only be achieved through the integration of science in the Christian scheme of the world, in the same way as Saint Ignatius integrated Renaissance humanism in the Christian order.
These were not the words of a radical ideologue or a political agitator, but those of a leading Spanish nuclear physicist, here rehearsing reactionary modernist themes in an address on ''The Creation of a True Scientific Humanism'' almost two decades after the end of the war (1956). ; ''afortunadamente, todavía queda un tercer punto de vista, el representado por la filosofía sana perenne, y más amplio y seguro todavía el representado por la concepción cristiana del mundo y del hombre que lo asume y completa . . . . La creación de un verdadero humanismo científico sólo podrá llevarse a cabo por medio de la integración de las actividades científicas dentro de un esquema cristiano del mundo, de un modo paralelo a la integración del humanismo renacentista dentro del orden cristiano llevado a cabo por San Ignacio'' (on 132).
64. José María Pemán, ''Caminos de conversión,'' La Vanguardia Española, 9 May 1950: ''Por sus hallazgos en el fondoúltimo de los hechos y las leyes físicas de la relatividad y la indeter-
SEIZING THE INSTITUTIONS: AUTARKIC PHYSICS
In much the same way that the regime worked with physicists to mold the community and realign the discipline, it also took over the institutions of science, from universities to research laboratories to professional societies, endowing them with new political meanings. As the main scientific institution in Francoist Spain, the CSIC has long been recognized as both an instrument of the regime's policies and a key component of such policies. We have already referred to the ideology that informed the Council's ''defense of God and Hispanic culture'' and to its relevance for physics. Equally important was the promotion of ''research for the development and independence of the national economy'' in the CSIC's charter, which included new research and development institutions devoted to aeronautics, optics, and the nuclear sciences. 65 Together with the Council's institutes, these provided the institutional setting for autarkic physics, the form of physics that prevailed in Spain between the end of the war and the mid-1960s. We propose this label for three reasons. Physics throughout this period was most obviously autarkic because it was tuned to the development of technologies fostering the economic self-sufficiency of the state. It was autarkic too, because physicists engaged in the process of state building. And finally, it was autarkic in the sense of self-rule, because national norms of excellence and cultures of research prevailed over international ones, as reflected in publication patterns and scientific careers. The fact that economic autarky was never attained does not detract from our argument but rather supports it, because the notion of autarkic physics also needs to be presented in a nuanced manner. Moreover, the long-term failure of autarky as an economic policy does not preclude it from playing a role in the historical dynamics of the processes of regime building: ''The fact that internal self-sufficiency can never be complete is no reason to underemphasize autarky. '' 66 Immediately after the war, the JAE laboratories were incorporated into the Council. In 1940 the INFQ was split into a physics institute (Instituto Alonso de Santa Cruz) and a chemistry institute (Institute Alonso Barba), named, respectively, after an astronomer and a metallurgist of the Spanish Golden Age. They were both under the direction of the aging and retired, yet ideologically safe professor of pharmacy, José Casares Gil (1866-1961), a member of the new Governing Body of the University of Madrid. 67 While the INFQ had been organized into five sections (electricity and magnetism, X-rays, spectroscopy, physical chemistry, and electrochemistry), the new Institute of Physics was organized into three: optics (under Otero Navascués), X-rays (directed by Palacios), and electricity. In 1946, the optics section became an independent institute, the Instituto Daza de Valdés, which was also named after a natural philosopher of Imperial Spain.
By 1949, the CSIC had seven institutes related to physics, and a National Council of Physics (Consejo Nacional de Física) was established to coordinate their activities.
68 Some of them belonged to the Department of Applied Research the most important of the CSIC's five departments. It secured more than half the staff and resources of the Council in the 1940s, and it had close ties with the National Institute of Industry (Instituto Nacional de Industria, INI, established 1941), the major tool of autarkic policy. In 1947, the Applied Physics Commission of the Department of Applied Research issued a report recommending work in three basic areas: nuclear physics, electronics, and self-propelled projectiles. 69 Beyond such topics of major industrial and military interest, research also concerned the design of optical instruments, the measurement of physiological optical constants, the spectroscopic study of rare earth elements, the crystallographic analysis of metals, and the determination of electric proprieties of materials, such as ferro-resonance, which seemed relevant for the designing of electronic circuits.
Physicists do not appear to have flocked to the CSIC: in 1940-1955, they amounted to two percent of the staff, compared with chemists at forty-two percent.
70 Yet these often-quoted figures may be misleading, because research institutions not related to the CSIC were created in strategic areas linked to the physical sciences. We have already referred to the INTA, established in 1942 as a department of the Spanish Ministry of the Air Force with the aim of supporting a national aeronautical industry through research on material sciences and fluid dynamics. From 1944, the Navy's Research Laboratory and Workshop (Laboratorio y Taller de lnvestigaciones del Estado Mayor de la Armada) did research in optics under Otero's direction, providing optical glass and developing military equipment under Zeiss's license, which would later be manufactured by the public company ENOSA (Empresa Nacional de Ó ptica). These institutes were directed by a close-knit elite of high-ranking officers and navy engineers, including Juan Vigón Suerodíaz (1880-1955), Franco's head of general staff and Minister of the Air Force; Juan Antonio Suanzes (1891-1977), a Navy engineer who headed the National Institute of Industry; and Luis Carrero Blanco , minister of Presidential Affairs (Presidencia del Gobierno). Like Otero, they had pre-Civil War experience in the direction of Army and Navy laboratories, and personal and professional ties with their German counterparts. 71 Combining substantial state funding and artifactoriented research, these institutions meant Big Science to a totalitarian, impoverished regime that hoped to take advantage of the Cold War, and bear witness to the ascendancy of the military in the configuration of the Spanish research and development system. 72 As elsewhere, the nuclear sciences stood apart. Their promoters in Spain could easily argue that building an experimental nuclear reactor and securing uranium demanded investments ''of the order of the great state expenses, such as the Army and the Navy, and to be judged according to the future importance of nuclear physics as applied to industry and economy.'' 73 In Together with the replenishment of university chairs, these institutional developments help explain why productivity in physics, regardless of quality, did not decline but resumed growth soon after the Civil War. The Anales de Física y Química, the organ of the Spanish Society for Physics and Chemistry (established in 1903), remained the journal of choice for Spanish physicists well into the 1960s. journals. 79 These results match the conclusions of A. Malet, who has described the inflationist publication policy of the CSIC and noted the existence of ''autarkic authors,'' i.e., ''highly productive authors . . . when it comes to publishing in Spanish journals or in Spanish, but who barely published or did not publish in international journals. '' 80 The distribution according to subject also shows the impact of the Civil War. The fields most represented in the Anales before 1936 were magnetism, physical chemistry, electrochemistry, spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction, closely matching the sections of the INFQ. Together with astronomy and meteorology, these fields fell sharply from 1940, as optics and nuclear physics rose to prominence. In 1940-1949, papers in optics (36.5%) outnumbered those in other fields, and by the mid-1960s nuclear physics (33.7%) had taken an easy lead (the aggregate totals for 1940-1965 are 25.4% and 16.1%, respectively). The rise of optics alongside the mighty nuclear sciences was ''puzzling'' to Valera Candel and López Fernández, but it is clear from what has been said that it need not be. 81 Together with disciplinary trends that applied to other countries, most apparently in nuclear matters, there were powerful local reasons for this balance of subfields, which was also reflected in the institutional layout of scientific research in Franco's Spain.
This layout extended to instruments and metrologies. development together with social reform. In the physical sciences, however, research was oriented toward fundamental problems related to international research programs. The know-how acquired by physicists abroad, thanks to the JAE's fellowship program, often became the backbone of their research: Cabrera's work on magnetism and his commitment to Weiss's magneton as the natural unit of magnetism bear the imprint of his stay at Pierre Weiss's laboratory at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, while Catalán's spectroscopical research was indebted to his stay at Alfred Fowler's laboratory at Imperial College London. Upon their return, the physicists readapted to an experimental ''culture of scarcity'' (Glick's term), meaning they either strove to get a piece of equipment to last them through their career (Catalán favored a purpose-made twenty-one-foot concave grating over a ready-made ten-foot one, even if the former took much longer to get), or changed subjects (back from Heike Kamerlingh Onnes's low-temperature physics laboratory in Leiden, Palacios switched to low-cost x-ray diffraction physics). 83 The JAE's Laboratory of Industrial Mechanics and Automatics (Laboratorio de Mecánica Industrial y Automática), established in 1911, alleviated the material poverty of Spanish laboratories by designing, adapting, producing, and certifying instruments. However, it could hardly be considered a national physical laboratory, and advanced equipment continued to be imported. 84 After the Civil War, a Centre of Physical Metrology (Centro Metro-Físico) was created in 1954, yet the INTA unofficially acted as a national metrological laboratory. 85 Restriction on investments, together with the autarkic policy of privileging instruments produced in Spain, prevented the acquisition of advanced equipment. Autarkic physicists had to make do with Spanish instruments, and extant ones bear witness to the scarcity of material. 86 There were exceptions. Otero's Institute of Optics received the first electron microscope brought to Spain, a Radio Corporation of America EMU-2A that Franco himself inaugurated on January 31, 1948.
87 And there were also ambitious autochthonous technical developments that ultimately did not succeed, such as the project to build a Spanish digital computer, undertaken by José María Santesmases (1907 Santesmases ( -1989 . 88 The strengthening of political and economic relations with the United States from 1953 facilitated imports and signaled a shift in these developments, as shown most clearly in the case of the JEN. The Board's original nuclear program included the mining and treatment of uranium, the design and construction of reactors, the training of nuclear engineers, and the establishment of facilities for the production of radioactive isotopes. Yet in order to acquire technological know-how, the JEN maintained extended international relations, with Italy and Germany first, and later with the United States, Britain, and France. The JEN's ambitious development program was ultimately limited to the role of adapting U.S. reactor technology provided by the U.S. Atoms for Peace program. 89 On the other hand, breaking international isolation was a powerful stimulus for the physical sciences. The Spanish government established in 1945 a loan of 40 million pesetas to intensify foreign cultural exchanges. The CSIC played a central role in this strategy, receiving funding to provide research grants for study and work abroad-340 grants were allocated between 1945 and 1948, one third to the United States-and to invite foreign researchers to lecture in Spain-692 visits between 1944 and 1953. 90 The physical sciences were among the most privileged areas of the exchange programs, together with mathematics, chemistry, and medicine.
International conferences and institutional commemorations, such as the tenth anniversary of the CSIC in 1949, were important legitimating devices for the regime. 91 Electing prestigious scientists as corresponding members of scientific academies projected an image of institutional normality, and membership in foreign institutions was correspondingly prized. 92 International legitimation and recognition, however, was achieved only insofar as Spanish interests matched the interests of such institutions. As a significant example, shortly after the end of the Civil War, the British Council resumed its activities in Spain, with ''two main objectives-the maintenance and extension of contact with leading men in the intellectual, artistic, medical, scientific and technical fields (many of them men of international distinction) and the promotion of a wider understanding of British life among the great body of Spanish students and the Spanish middle class.'' 93 A report in March 1943 registered the ambivalent attitudes of both British officials and the Spanish scientists and physicians they contacted: ''There seems to have been a great change of attitude to the British Cause since the advance of the 8th Army from Alamein,'' reported Robert A. McCance, Reader in Medicine at Cambridge. ''The Spaniards have decided in their own (individual) minds that the Allies are likely to win the war and are making provision accordingly. '' 94 As the Allied victory materialized, Spain was isolated on account of its Axis sympathies, but these relations persisted: ''It might in fact be said that the Council's work is nowhere of greater service to British interests than it is in the maintenance of friendly contact on a non-political level with countries whose political relations with our own are cool or even hostile.'' to pursue their studies in France. 96 This had the intended effect of enhancing French influence on the Spanish research system. Yet above all it was the Cold War that helped to end the ostracism of Franco's regime, as Spain became a strategic ally of the United States in Southern Europe.
CONCLUSION
We have sought to unveil the relation among physics, culture, and power in Spain during Francoism, especially in the first decades after the Civil War. Our interpretation of the rise of physics during the dictatorship eschews both wholesale condemnation and uncritical recognition, seeking rather to locate the discipline and its practitioners within the Francoist political economy and political order. We have described three important ways in which physics and the regime helped each other through this period: molding the community, aligning the discipline, and seizing the institutions. Some of the elements in our account, including the assault on university chairs, the impact of purges and exile, and the priority of applied research, have more readily been recognized. Yet we have incorporated them into a broader picture, alongside neglected or overlooked aspects such as the chances afforded by purging, the ideological justification of the pursuit of modern physics, and the way an autarkic scientific community prized international exchanges. We expect our argument to be extended, but we think it will no longer be possible to assume that the physicists remained aloof, or that the discipline was unaffected throughout the dictatorship.
We have characterized the scientific mode of production typical of postCivil War Spain as ''autarkic,'' a salient term in Spanish historiography that was also a category frequently used by the relevant historical actors. The notion is also intended to make our story sensitive to current understandings of totalitarian science, with which it shares relevant features: the preeminence of hierarchical chains of decision making, the appropriation of ideological arguments to advance and further careers, or the emphasis on the utility of science for economic (and ''moral'') development. The Spanish case, however, shows interesting specificities, derived from the explicitly religious predicament of the regime's ideology, National Catholicism. The clerical, reactionary support for contemporary physics by a totalitarian regime in the Cold War years provides an intriguing departure from the existing literature. The effect of autarkic science on the practice of physics nevertheless remains to be assessed. One of us has elsewhere argued that, beyond the lack of political will and the economic burden that are usually blamed for Spain's withdrawal from CERN in 1968 (it had joined the organization in 1961, and would reenter in 1983), there were ''failures of communication'' between CERN and Spain, which reflect the research outlook of scientists and policy makers such as Otero, Sánchez del Río, and Catalá. The failure of Spain's first involvement at CERN may have been a failure of autarkic physics. 97 This form of physics waned through the 1960s, along with the scientists and policy makers who had held leadership roles since the end of the war. Albareda died in 1966, the same year that Otero's National Council of Physics was dismantled. Palacios died in 1970, but his influence had long been diminished due to his anti-relativistic stance, which found no audience. 98 ''The force of the modernizing military'' at the CSIC had steadily weakened from the mid-
1950s
. 99 The creation of new state agencies for research, following the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) recommendations, and the growth of the university system, allowed a new generation of university lecturers to challenge the hegemony of the CSIC, exposing the conflation between research and the Council. In 1968 CSIC officials still assumed that the Royal Society's Exchange Programme with Spain ''was intended for scientists from the CSIC exclusively and did not include those at the university who were not connected with the CSIC.'' 100 By the early 1970s, however, university scientists were providing more than half of the papers in the Anales de Física y Química, up from a mere ten percent two decades before. 101 Demography partly accounts for these changes. According to the 1982 survey, there were about a thousand research physicists in Spain, or 26.8 physicists per million of population. In absolute terms, the physicist population had grown forty-fold from 1900, or twenty-fold in terms of physicists per million of population. 102 Of these, seventy percent worked in universities, seventeen percent at the CSIC, eleven percent at other public organizations, and a mere one percent in industry. 103 The assessment of physics during Francoism, like so many issues in contemporary Spanish history, is contested. The new physics that began to take shape in the last years of the regime was in many ways the reverse of autarkic physics. Publishing in international journals became the norm, rather than the exception; international collaboration increasingly reflected shared practices; and pure physics was prized over immediate practical application to the extent that, by the 1990s, claims for strengthening the links between university and industry were often accompanied by the related historical claim that these links had never been strong in Spain. Autarkic physics receded further, and with it the memory of the intensely ideological, applied, militarized form of physics that had prevailed in the aftermath of the Civil War.
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